As a generalization of almost Hermitian submersions, we introduce slant lightlike submersion from an indefinite nearly Kähler manifold into a lightlike manifold. We establish the existence theorems for these submersions and investigate the geometry of foliations which are arisen from the definition of lightlike submersion.
Introduction
Let (M, g M ) and (N, g N ) be two Riemannian manifolds. The idea of Riemannian submersion between two manifolds were introduced by O'Neill [5] and Gray [4] . Later, such submersions Since ker f * is a real lightlike vector space and S(ker f * ) is the complementary non degenerate subspace of ∆ in S(Ker f * ) and we obtain (ker f * ) = ∆ ⊥ S(ker f * ).
Similarly, we have
where S(ker f * ) ⊥ is a complementary non degenerate subspace of ∆ in (ker f * ) ⊥ .
Since S(ker f * ) ⊥ is non-degenerate in T p (M 1 ), we get
where (S(ker f * )) ⊥ is the complementary subspace of S(ker f * ) in T p (M 1 ). Since S(ker f * ) and
(S(ker f * )) ⊥ are non-degenerate in T p (M 1 ), we get (S(ker f * )) ⊥ = S(ker f * ) ⊥ ⊥ (S(ker f * ) ⊥ ) ⊥ .
Thus, from [2] , a quasi-orthonormal basis of M 1 along (ker f * ) can be constructed. Therefore, we obtain g(ξ i , ξ j ) = g(N i , N j ) = 0, g(ξ i , N j ) = δ i j ,
g(W α , ξ j ) = g(W α , N j ) = 0, g(W α ,W β ) = ε α δ αβ , Using equation (2.1) , it is clear that ltr(ker f * ) and Ker f * are not orthogonal to each other.
Denote by V = ker f * the vertical space of T p (M 1 ) and H = tr(ker f * ) the horizontal space of
Definition 1.1. Let (M 1 , g 1 ) be a semi-Riemannian manifold and let (M 2 , g 2 ) be an r-lightlike manifold. Let f : M 1 → M 2 be a submersion such that:
. Then f is called an r-lightlike submersion.
f is called an isotropic submersion.
f is called a co-isotropic submersion. 
It is well known that every Kähler manifold is a nearly Kähler manifold but converse is not true.
Note: Whatever it is need we have suppose the horizontal vector field to be basic. For any arbitrary tangent vector fields V and W on M, we have
where P V W and Q V W denote the horizontal and vertical component of ( V J)W respectively.
For a Kähler manifold M we have
If M is a nearly Kähler manifold, then it can be easily seen that both P and Q are antisymmetric in V and W , hence
We need the statement of following theorem to define a slant lightlike submersion from an indefinite nearly Kähler manifold into a lightlike manifold. which is an r-lightlike manifold. Let f be an r-lightlike submersion, f : M 1 → M 2 . Then f is said to be slant lightlike submersion if following conditions are satisfied:
(d) The angle θ (X) between JX and D is constant for each non zero vector field X tangent to D , where D is the distribution complementary to J∆ ⊕ Jltr(ker f * ) in S(ker f * ).
Hence, we get
where µ is the orthogonal subbundle complementary to f (D) in S(ker f * ). Let f be a slant lightlike submersion from an indefinite nearly Kähler manifold (M 1 , g 1 , J) into an r−lightlike manifold (M 2 , g 2 ). Then any X ∈ v p can be written as
where φ X and ωX are the tangential and transverse components of JX, respectively. Similarly, for any Z ∈ H p , we get
where BZ and C Z are the tangential and transversal component of JZ, respectively. Denote P 1 , P 2 , Q 1 and Q 2 the projections onto the distributions ∆, J∆, J ltr(ker f * ) and D respectively.
Thus, we can express X as
for any X ∈ V p . Applying J to (9), we get
for any X ∈ V p . Then, clearly,
Therefore, we can write
Since the geometry of Riemannian submersions is characterized by O'Neill's tensors T and A, Sahin [9] defined these tensors for lightlike submersions as follows: 
for any X,Y ∈ Γ(ker f * ).
Proof. For any X,Y ∈ Γ(ker f * ), using equations (5), (7) , (8) , (15) and (16), we get
From above equation, we have
Comparing vertical and horizontal parts, we obtain Proof. Let f be a slant lightlike submersion. Then J∆ is a distribution on S(TM). Hence by virtue of Theorem (1), J (ltr(ker f * )) is a distribution on M 1 . Further the slant angle between JQ 2 X and D p is constant and given by
and also the cos θ (Q 2 X) is also given by
Hence using (22) and (23), we obtain
Since the angle θ (Q 2 X) is constant on D, we have
where λ = −cos 2 θ . (a) implies that J∆ is a distribution on S(ker f * ). Hence, in view of theorem (2.1), any distribution complementary to J∆ ⊕ Jltr(ker f * ) in S(ker f * ) is Riemannian. where v = −sin 2 θ .
Proof. Let f be a slant lightlike submersion, then J (ltr(ker f * )) is a distribution on M 1 . Using equations (3), (7) , (8) to (10), we obtain
Comparing the components of the distribution D on both sides of last equation, we get
Hence by using (21), we get Conversely, by virtue of equations (3.20) and (3.21), we obtain
Further, we prove that the orthogonal complement subbundle µ of f (D) in S(ker f * ) ⊥ is holomorphic with respect to J and determine the dimension. Proof. In view of equation (7), for any U ∈ Γ(µ) and ωX ∈ Γ( f (D)), we get
By virtue of Theorem (3.1), we have g 1 (JU, ωX) = g 1 (U, Jφ X) = g 1 (U, φ 2 X) + g 1 (U, ωφ X), g 1 (JU, ωX) = − cos 2 θ g 1 (U, X) + g 1 (U, ωφ X),
Similarly,
for any Y ∈ Γ(ker f * ). Moreover, for any N∈ Γ(ltr(ker f * )), we obtain
Hence, the proof follows. Proof. Since dim S(ker f * ) ⊥ = n − r, and dim S(ker f * ) = m − n − 3r, and we know that dim(µ) = dim S(ker f * ) ⊥ − dim S(ker f * ).
We conclude that dim(µ) = 2n − m + 2r.
Moreover, M 1 is an indefinite nearly Kähler manifold and its dimension m is even. Hence, the dimension of µ is also even. We note that the above Theorem (3.3) tells that the distributions µ and D ⊕ f (D) are even dimensional. It implies that the distribution D is even dimensional. More precisely, we have the following result whose proof is similar to the above lemma. If ω is parallel with respect to ∇, then for any X ∈ Γ(D), X ∈ Γ(∆ ⊥ J∆), and X ∈ Γ(J(ltr(ker f * ))), respectively.
Proof. Let ω be parallel, i.e. (∇ X ω)Y = 0. From equation (19), we get
Using above equation (28), we have
From equations (6), (14) , (28) and (29), we get
for any X ∈ Γ(D).
Therefore, by virtue of Theorem (2) and the fact that φ 2 X = −X, for any X ∈ Γ(∆ ⊥ J∆) and φ X = 0 for any X ∈ Γ(J(ltr(ker f * ))), we get 
Proof. For X,Y ∈ Γ(V ), using equations (3), (5), (7) , (8), (15) and (16), we get Proof. For V,W∈ Γ(H ), using equations (3), (5), (7) , (8), (17) and (18), we get
Hence, ∇V,W ∈ Γ(H ), if and only if 
